RESOLUTION OF EDINBURGH ’80
World Consultation on Frontier Mission, 1980

We, the participants of this consultation, in order to maintain the vision of Edinburgh ’80 agree:

1) That there should be a small international catalyst committee to carry on after Edinburgh ’80 with the following tasks:
   a. Maintain correspondence with regional and national efforts to promote “Hidden People” consultation.
   b. Encourage development and support of materials to be used in provoking a vision for Hidden People.
   c. Relate with the major evangelical bodies, e.g. WEF/MC, LCWE, AMA, EMA, EFMA, IMA, IFMA, and various other regional and denominational organizations, in order to continue to place the vision of the Hidden People before these bodies and their spheres of influence, and in order to continue to discuss further efforts and their spheres of influences, and in order to continue to discuss further efforts to meet the needs of Hidden People both in outreach and consultation.
   d. Look toward projection of another world conference of mission agencies and societies.

2) That the theological basis of the catalyst committee continue to be the theological criteria of Edinburgh ’80, i.e., the statements of faith of the LCWE, WEF, IFMA, AMA, EMA, IMA, and other similar evangelical bases.

3) That the international catalyst committee include one mission agency or society representative from the following areas:
   (a) Africa south of the Sahara.
   (b) Middle East and North Africa
   (c) Europe
   (d) East Asia
   (e) South Asia
   (f) Latin America
   (g) North America
   (h) Oceania

Note:
This catalyst committee be empowered to enlarge its membership for adequate area representation and to work out arrangements for its own continued functioning.

4) That the appointment of the personnel of the international catalyst committee should be determined by the consultation, e.g., the assembly might request the ad hoc evaluation committee to serve as an appointing committee.

5) That the new catalyst committee select a chairman and that the chairman meet with the chairman of the ad hoc convening committee for the transmission of information and to determine the transition process.

6) That the new catalyst committee establish a coordinating desk to facilitate accomplishment of its tasks.